Synopsis: Darrell Jacobs, a loyal but retired member of the Romano crime family, who is dying of
pancreatic cancer, puts a college student, Alicia Foret's life in jeopardy when they begin meeting in public.
Unknown to Jacobs, Giorgio Romano, the current head of the Romano crime family is being challenged
by Pete Romano, his son, for family leadership. Those loyal to Giorgio have no place in Pete's future.
Character Descriptions
Alicia Foret
Sex: Female
Alicia is studying law at the University. Her life is fairly routine and ordinary her desire for adventure and
spontaneity is apparent in her sudden interest in the life of a 60 year old man who frequents her coffee
shop. Her youthful energy and compassion doesn't make her naive but perhaps she is just too busy with
her life to notice strange details about those closest to her.
Darrell Jacobs
Sex: Male
Darrell is a lonely retired member of the Romano crime family. Hardened by his days running the streets
he now seeks a peaceful existence but remains on guard always watching out for himself. Alicia's interest
in his well being reminds him what it is like to have someone care about you. Darrell is nostalgic for the
happier times in his life.

Tom Bianchi
Sex: Male
Tom has grown up in one of the most malicious crime families in the nation. He loves his girlfriend Alicia
very much but can't seem to bring himself to let her in on the truth about his real identity and the true
nature of the business he conducts on campus and around town with Professor Evans.
Professor
Sex: Male
Professor Evans is a long time affiliate of the Romano crime family and has been an honorary member of
the family for many years. He watches over Tom to make sure that he is not snuffed out by any street
thugs trying to get fresh with the prince of the crime scene. The Professor is uncertain and insecure about
the process of Tom taking over his father's business and finds himself very stressed about his current
state.

Detective Reeser
Sex: Male or Female
Enjoys agitating Agent Powell – he or she has the control of the interrogation that is happening with
Alicia.

Agent Powell
Sex: Male or Female
Extremely upset with the younger cop, Detective Reeser. He or she has more years on the force than
Reeser can dream about yet has to do things Reeser’s way.

Consigliere to the GodFather
Sex: Male
A very confident man. Knows he is protected and is out to force Tom into something he doesn’t want to
do.

